
Already, many predictions have been coming true 
based on the word of  the angels. Now,  as September 
it is finally here, the last two months of  predictions 
have proved to be fruitful, the angels always true to 
their word. However we have not had too many 
shares of  these messages and right now it is 
imperative that we get the word out there. It was 
already confirmed that Alura’s algorithm at  her 
YouTube channel has been manipulated. Pretty soon 
it will be this website. Keep sharing so that this will 
not happen. Right now, the “monster” hurricane that 
was predicted back on  August 7th and referenced 
many times in the previous heralds’... has already 
wrecked tragic havoc.  It was also referenced by 
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Archangel Michael’s rebuttals to Asmodeus, and 
continued.... 

Asmodeus’ message. Women hugging their children 
for safety from the storm, people looting evacuated 
residences, devastation in the Bahamas and the 
storm is not over yet. It will still create issues up the 
East Coast even in its closing. What’s more is that the 
Pacific will experience devastation too in storms, 
quakes, and this will bring results of  disorder. All 
this, just right after Amazon fire had been predicted 
by parable when a “sweep of  a seraphim’s tail” was 
mentioned in the herald as well.  Yes it’s all coming 
true. The hurricane Dorian will not be the last 
destructive force. As it does, even then... it will cause 
struggle up the East coast even in its ending stage.  
You can also expect trouble in Houston as well. 
Violence and quaking. But this is not at all the finale 
of  struggle. More is coming. Do you feel it? 
Something in the sky? A barrier? Like something is 
there but you can’t see it or know what it? It’s true 
that there is something there as explained in 
Absolution the Course. And it’s the reason why many 
do not look up at the sky as they used to. What’s left 
to happen from here? 

Many things are responsible for the things happening 
today. We can expect according to Archangel 
Michael: 
• More violence in Texas, especially Houston  

• Hurricane apocalypse  

• Triggered chain of  earthquakes  

Things that can help in Ascension, spiritually: 
 
* Jehovian Seal Removal  
* Knowing your Akasha to remember.  
*Knowing the truth from heaven’s perspective 
as in the courses. 
*Working on your purpose  
* Upgrading Spirit Body/DNA 
* Adopting divine virtue to transcend human 
nature. 
* Seperating from the world’s influences  



• Exclusion of  middle class, you are either poor or rich 

• Tax Scheme- millions in deficit  

• Pacific Coast Storm 

• Some destruction from Dorian up the East Coast 

• Donald Trump’s 3 D’s : Danger, Defamations & Demise 

• More disaster in two more naturally needed environments 
like it was done with the Amazon. 

• Energy Crisis 

• Massive protests for planet Earth as areas are destroyed. 

•  Weather Satellites producing earthquakes and storms 

• Multiple types of  disasters in individual areas at once 

•  Humans lack emotions and become less alive  

• Claims of  A chosen one 

• False staged return of  christ 

• The death and sacrifice for the new age, a sacrifice lamb 
who was chosen and volunteered to bring in the 
tribulation. 

• Fires worldwide 

• Foreign attacks those bearing long hair and insect like 
symbol for their logo. 

• Invasion of  extraterrestrial beings with long hair and 
wearing a suit and breathing apparatus of  armor that has a 

long pointed tail, wings and a helmet. Return of  the 
Anunaki. 

• Rise of  Baal worship worldwide. Orientation is “anything 
goes” or “do what thought wilt”. 

 The Real Forbidden Truth? 

Right now we are in a purging period. We go 
through this similar. Every 2000 years as this 
reset button is hit and a new system and 
religious belief  is built. Many people don’t 
remember things being reset and they don’t keep 
any record of  it. The last time was on the 
procession of  the equinox at the turn of  Aries. 
There were symbolic references made in “spirit 
science” videos when he talked about Martians 
having been the creators of  our society. Mars 
being the representative for Aries, that would be 
true only in the fact that it was Mars and it’s 
error of  2000 years of  rulership, that made the 
foundation of  the system of  things that we live 
on. procession of  the equinox at the turn of  the 
age of  Aries. Afterwards, it seems that they did 
not document when the same situation 
happened during the turn of  the age of  Pisces. 
As we are entering Aquarius, this cycle is 
happening again, and of  course a new history 
will be rewritten for this time. For future 
generations who have no recollection of  the 
things former. Isn’t it funny that many of  these 
so-called esoteric teachings out there, claimed to 
be giving you the truth finally? But still disguise 
it hidden in symbology? We are deconstructing 
for the new age to begin. But who is actually in 
control of  that? You are being greatly missed 
lead and lied to. You should go to my courses 
and start from the beginning at 
truthology.teachable.com from Truthology all of  
the way through Absolution as the truth is there. 
There are still some things hidden under the 
surface for those that may not be ready yet, but 
there is a lesson under a lesson, and it starts with 
giving you a good foundation in the first course 
but it starts to unravel down the rabbit hole 
further and further as you go into the other ones. 
It starts by teaching you what you may have 
already heard, but then it starts to help you 
understand those things while unraveling into 
the hidden truth under the surface. Many people 
don’t understand my method of  teaching but 
once you listen all the way through you’ll start to 
understand it. We are shoveling under hidden 
truth as we go. Many people believe that the first 
chorus was all that there was. Some of  the things 
it makes sense to them and seem to contradict. 
But they weren’t my contradictions, they were 
contradictions by those who taught religion 
before me. Going into the additional courses we 
really start to lift the veil on The truth more and 
more. You have to really listen and give it a 
chance. The information is unlike any else out 
there, comes from the heavenly divine source, 
will make more sense to you than anything 
you’ve ever heard, and changes the entire way 
that you look at life, and spirituality itself  alone. 
You have to imagine they weren’t true, and how 
it all these predictions be happening now with 
many of  the things that I prophesied for others 
even be real? Obviously I am someone, who 
knows something. Trust in me and learn.

http://truthology.teachable.com
http://truthology.teachable.com
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baal


•  Massive time warp. 

• More and more internet figures selling out 

• Religious organization promoting violence for God 

• Scam to remove the nation’s debt 

•  False claims for immortality discovery  

• Strange happenings in the sky. 

• Volcanic devastation- Boom boom boom in a circle they 
explode. 

• Underground Texas- Yeehaw! 

• “They’re on the ground underneath ya” 

• Behind the scenes holographic control. You are actually 
not alive. 

• Strange celestial objects 

• Flaming satalite 

• Power plant oops 

• Solar flares 

• Transfer of  power to Prince Charles and then to Prince 
William sooner than expected 

• Internet demise 

• Deadly dangerous epidemics/ quarantine  

• Famine, difficulties in producing crops,  

• Economic financial crisis 

• Revolution  

• War 

• Protests at large scale 

• Tornadoes doubling in numbers over the years 

• Mass shootings and killings 

Recall other prophecies from former articles found here at 
www.alurasangels.com and 
www.theilluminationofmetatron.com 

http://www.alurasangels.com
http://www.theilluminationofmetatron.com


Yes many of  these prophecies are repetitive from our previous Harold’s 
but many do not get the message and so we repeat them before they 
take place and does a take place to let you know that they will continue 
to take place. This is not a time of  inaction. It is a time of  reaction. Let 
us open ourselves up to send light and love to our planet. Right now 
the planet is observing a great amount of  dark energy. The airways are 
also full of  dark energy because of  the depression of  our people. You 
are getting negative energy from above and below where you connect 
to the earth through your feet chakras. Additionally you are also feeling 
the barrier of  false artificial energy grid in the air. You are a part of  a 
global purging but of  a withering humanity.  

Rise above it:  
• There are more important things to think about when beauty, money 

and power. While you things are surely taking place, you will see 
them yourself. How can one person be a fake if  they’re never wrong? 
These prophecies will take place from now going into the future. It is 
very important that we don’t allow this negativity to affect us. Well 
taking the advice that I added in the left-hand column, there are also 
measures that you can take to make life better. As you get better, you 
can spread that and helping others get better. Follow the list below.So 
probably be the last prophetic angelic Herald for a little while 
anyway. We are going to give it some time as his prophecies take 
place but we will put up some messages for you all to stay positive 
with. 

What to do: 

• Don’t ever think that it can’t affect you. Always keep in mind that 
you’ll be protected by the heavens, when it comes to natural disasters, 
always keep yourself  safe. 

• Keep a survival kit, water/fire proof  safe with savings and  important 
documents near by.  

• Plan evacuation routes and leave earlier before need for evacuation is 
declared to avoid traffic, have a safe haven or arrangement with out 
of  state relatives. 

• Stay positive! Keep focusing on your goals and don’t allow anything 
to try to bring you down. Not even the things happening in this 
world. 

• Don’t succumb to the dark mystical world. Those energies are the 
same ones that on a higher level, promote child molesting, sacrifices, 



murder...etc. the ones innocently dabbling in it are too Nair was to 
realize what they actually support. It’s bad ju ju. Stay with the light 
and when times get tough, it’s okay... just talk about your feelings and 
fight onward.  

• Keep awareness but don’t let the awareness hold you down. Many 
people will have realizations of  a lot of  things that are going wrong 
in their life or in the world and then it will get lost in it. Don’t. Just 
know how to master your lessons and work through it, and do the 
best that you can. Nobody’s perfect. 

• Exercise the virtues. Nobody wants to live in bitterness, hatred, 
unforgiveness or regret. There’s no point in holding grudges or hang 
onto things. Let it go you will feel much more freer. The virtues will 
help you to master your life alongside of  healing through things that 
you have allowed to burden you through the past. 

• Have short term and long term goals, strive for your dreams, believe. 

• Be kind to others and shrug off  ignorance of  others.  

• Pray and meditate. 

• Stay busy and active, keep striving for truth and go to each next level. 

• Try to stay away from negative people. They only try to bring you 
down in their world of  negativity. Forgive those that I’ve hurt you but 
don’t let them back in. If  they’ve heard he wants, they’ll hurt you 
again. If  you see anybody miss treating anyone, just realize that 
person could very well do the same to you. No one is an exception, 
when it comes to hurtful people. If  they can’t be a true friend to 
others, then they’re not gonna be a true friend to you either. Keep 
positive figures in your life as much as you can. Anyone has put you 
down or made you feel less, and that person is not worthy of  being 
on your path. Associate kindly but don’t regain closeness.  

• Squash old beef. You don’t want karma hanging over your head it’s 
better to live peacefully. 

• Try to have as much family around you, and don’t be judge mental 
about them. Everybody has a different character in life with different 
believes and opinions. If  somebody has their own, that’s OK, it’s just 
about loyalty and kindness and communication that matters. If  you 
don’t have a lot of  your own real blood family, make your own out of  
genuine trustworthy friends. 

• Try to spend as much time as you can outside. Being indoors will just 
make you more depressed. 



And that’s about all for this addition. Like I said there won’t be any 
more processes so many of  these take place. Keep spreading the 
message, follow the advice, and things will go well with you.


